

Duncraig Edible Garden Committee Meeting 
Wed 11th July 2018
Location- 24 Beddi Road Duncraig  (Tony’s home).
Respectful Meeting Protocol: 
1.      Respectful interactions at all times.
2.      One person to speak at a time, no side conversations.
3.      Stick to the point being discussed. 
(any additional conversation will be pinned and added to extra business)
4.      Raise hand to indicate that you want to speak.
5.      A time hand signal will be used by the chair to indicate to wind up discussion.
Present: Nadine (vice chair, presiding), Tony, Baiba, Claudia,  Jim, Kath (taking minutes) 
non committee David 
Apologies: Sharon, Heather
 Extra business : 
+Do people approve sending timber back to Bunnings?
+Next committee meeting should be tight meeting
+ Constitution and roles     
Conflicts of Interest: None declared

Item
Topic
Discussion
Decision
Action
1
Welcome 
Meeting Opened at 6:40pm
2
Minutes of Previous Meeting


2.1
Confirmation 
Minutes  circulated by email Moved by Kath, seconded Claudia
Minutes Accepted

2.2
Matters Arising



2.2.1

DEG and CoJ
“Claudia and Kath will meet, clarify the intention in approaching John Chester and put down plan of attack.”
-Claudia and Kath have met, not yet talked with John Chester. 
-Plan to discuss with Lucy Sheeny first (Living Smart, senior environment officer at COJ) to discern best approach especially regarding whether moving DEG contact within CoJ would have benefit (eg to more sustainability minded dept such as environment, instead of Community Development). 
-When Tony and Nadine met with COJ it was made very clear community development is the only place they want us. 
Contact Lucy Sheeny 
then John Chester
Claudia to contact Lucy Sheeny
2.2.2

Who will take minutes for this meeting
Sharon requested someone else take minutes

Kath will take minutes

2.2.3

Signs
Tony to give the sign to signwriters.  Done, 
Should have it by AGM


3
Correspondence
Inward: A spam invoice from Accountant we had not engaged.
Nil outward
Ignore
N/A
4
Finances
-DEG now has 24 financial members.
-Current DEG Funds total of $2541.09 
$2365.69 in the bank, $95.40 petty cash and $80 float.  
Books with Auditor, who does not intend to charge us.
Moved by Claudia that the report be accepted, seconded by Nadine
Report Accepted

5
Garden Subcommittee
Installed and planted 4 of the  new wicking beds. Still need to decide where next 3 remaining beds to be placed.

Garden committee discuss on site on a DEG day
6
General Business 


6.1
AGM



6.1.1

Nominations
i)New Nominations have been received from Susanne Fischer, Justin King, Ben Muir,  (each of these are financial members and have attended  a number of gardening days)
ii)Existing Committee members renominating: Kath, Nadine, Claudia, Jim, Baiba, Sharon,Tony. 
iii)Heather is willing to renominate but is not sure how many meetings she can attend. 
iv)Nadine suggested that we send an email to members naming the current nominees and stating that nominations close this Friday which is 7 days before AGM..  
Anyone else interested but not nominated in time could join the committee in an acting capacity.
Kath to write, David to send via mailchimp.
6.1.2

Number on committee
Discussion about number of committee members. 
i)Constitution says there must be the 4 executive members  and at least 2 other committee members. 
ii)Suggested that there be 6 others, making a total of 10 committee members. 
iii)Claudia doesn't want to limit the number of committee members and feels that the more who are involved in the committee are more likely to feel involved in the garden. 

	

6.1.3

Responsibilities
At the AGM Tony will talk about the responsibilities of committee members. 
i)Must attend the meetings, should know what is happening at the garden. 
ii)Discussion that some people have other non gardening special skills which don't need lots of garden contact. 
Baiba -people who are on the committee need to also be involved at the garden.  
Kath - if people on committee don't involve themselves in the garden they may no know the practical aspects and make decisions or statements which work against the aims of DEG.
iii)We also need people who are willing to be active members of the subcommittees. That may be a good way for people to get to know DEG and for DEG to know them. 

At the AGM Tony will talk about the responsibilities of committee members. 
6.2
Planning the AGM


6.2.1

Agenda
Agenda from  a previous email from Claudia. 
Agenda of the meeting
 Chairperson opens the meeting 
 Apologies 
 Minutes of previous meeting 
 Business arising from the minutes 
 Treasurer's report 
 Chairperson's report 
 Current committee dissolved and Election of new committee 
 Questions and discussion 
 Notice of motions for the next meeting 
 Close 

Nadine and Tony will  work together to plan the business part of the meeting .
6.2.2

Celebration Meal
Kath coordinator for the day asked for assistance with planning the celebration meal. 
Not a BBQ and salad lunch we did last  year,  but A Bring and share Meal

	Nadine Crockery and cutlery 
Claudia Pumpkin soup and buns
Nadine Vegetarian Hot pot
Kath Oatcakes,
 F&V Platter and dip,
Baiba Cake
Jim fresh Fruit

6.2.3

Next Celebration 
Claudia proposed that we make the  22nd December be a “thank the volunteers” party. Advertised as including a short General meeting when the constitution changes (which should by then be written) would  be voted upon, and any still acting committee members could be confirmed in their positions. 
Unanimous.

6.3
 COJ meeting update and DEG priorities going forward.


6.3.1

Update from meeting
Tony & Nadine met with Dale Page, Erika Everitt, Mike Gull at CoJ on 27th June.
CoJ say their biggest concern is that we don't waste our energy doing things which will be bulldozed when the site is redeveloped (there is no time line for this yet). 
i)They now understand that by not giving timely feedback they allowed us to think things were OK and did waste our efforts and funds by pursuing things which were then disallowed. 
ii)Any permanent structure is their responsibility as it is on their land. They plan for 80 years and depreciate. Building permission necessary as for any sporting club. Beyond the financial reach of a group such as DEG. 
iii)An Outstanding question: We need to find out lead times from CoJ   

Nadine to ask
-How long is it likely to take for a request by us to be given a response and clear idea of what we can do.
6.3.2

Future planning
Tony says that we have cemented our position as a garden in the future makeup of a redeveloped Percy Doyle reserve and we will be considered in any future plans for the site. 
Increase food in public spaces in the City of Joondalup.
i)Maybe other location/s? Multiple Gardens on verges, front gardens.  People would have to be members of DEG, and have participated in a number of DEG and blitz days to be eligible for a blitz at their place. 
ii)DEG is not a free gardening service crew to do the work for the householder, but a catalyst, stimulating change in our area, and involving people in helping the whole community.

Dedicate another garden subcommittee meeting to this.
6.3.3

Workshops
We should run more regular education and  hands on workshops. 
Suggestion 1 every  2 months = 6 per year.If we don't charge for workshops, (Nadine) there isn't such a requirement for us to deliver specific outcomes for the participants. 
(Baiba) when we didn't charge for the workshop people booked a spot but didn't come, causing others to miss out. 
If we do charge (Kath) we get an idea of numbers, cover costs (eg cost of producing workshop notes) 
This would make workshops an ongoing and self supporting income for DEG without the financial and non monetary costs of applying for and acquitting grants. 
*Run more regular education and  hands on workshops.  
*Have the workshops for 2019 planned before the end of 2018. 
*Bookings on Eventbrite 
$5 per person, $10 per family, free for DEG financial members 
*Kath to plan workshops and schedule 

*Baiba to put events on facebook and Eventbrite
6.4
Documentation holding on website. 


Tony outlined the difficulties when we store DEG information with Dropbox and multiple other different platforms.
 David (webmaster) summarised the current situation in document “How DEG stores information” (pasted at end of minutes) with Advantage and Disadvantages of each platform. 
The website and Facebook can both link eventbrite.

i)Website for current information (minutes, agendas, calendar, events). ii)Archive past years documentation we are required to keep on data sticks one per year. 
iii)Photos on facebook. 
David to give every committee member login information for 
Everyone can add information on website and facebook
Secretary to hold archive.
6.5
Constitution


6.5.1

Roles of office bearers
The Standard Constitution (used when we incorporated) lists roles and tasks required of the office bearers and committee. i)Kath is working on summarising the roles and tasks in clearer outline form so we each know what we have to do.
Kath asked for help to finish outlines then pass  the responsibility on as succession planning. 
Nadine suggested approach TAFE for people to do work experience by assisting in outlining the roles
ii)Some tasks can be delegated, some must not.   
Current division of Secretary's multiple tasked role seems to be working well. 
iii)Claudia suggest we train people already involved in the garden. Or look for people already passionate about our area in Volunteers Australia to do roles such as treasurer etc.
i) Consensus from Committee.
Kath should focus on planning and presenting workshops (rather than on Admin eg as treasurer). 

i) Nadine  to approach TAFE 









iii)Existing role holders to mentor new people as trainees for roles. 
6.5.2

Constitution Update
DEG adopted many parts of the standard constitution form when we incorporated. Some standard items don't apply to DEG. (eg two existing members to propose a new member, the new member to be approved at a committee meeting).
We must review those parts of the Constitution and make our constitution comply with the new Incorporation act. 
Changes must be voted on at a general meeting (December) and lodged by end of June 2019. 
*Review constitution. 
*Make it reflect DEG
*comply with new act. 
*Write in plain English, *ready for voting at general meeting in December
 Claudia and Nadine to meet with Kath




6.5.3

Membership forms 
We need new membership forms and information for new and existing members which give a clearer idea of the aims of the garden and what is expected of members. 

i)This will finish the documentation from foundation of the garden. 
Design new membership forms and a booklet outlining our garden agreements. Have half the form for us, and half they keep with what the new member has agreed.
Claudia and Nadine to meet with Kath
6.6
Coming Workshops


Change of workshop from Bees to Chooks 1st Sept. 
Nadine unable to present Bee workshop 1st Sept as planned. Kath will present Chooks in the City workshop then and Nadine's workshop will move to 29th September. 
Much discussion about fees it was decided to have most workshops a nominal $5 registration, (Bees workshop will be $10 for one person, $20 for family ticket)

Kath will present Chooks in the City workshop 1st Sept.
Nadine will present Bees workshop 29th Sept.
$5 registration for chooks workshop and $10 for bees
1 ticket price for individual, double that for family. 
Baiba will set up events on facebook and link it to Eventbrite.
6.7
Forward planning


6.7.1

Publicity
i)Testing the effectiveness of a particular strategy: Tony delivered 150 flyers inviting local residents to DEG. No-one so far has identified the flyer as the reason to contact us.
ii) Articles for Joondalup times about workshops and other garden events to increase engagement.  
By the Christmas party general meeting we should have workshop schedule planning in place for the following year.
 Another suggested topic is the value of the garden to community well being and mental health. A number of us with mental health considerations are benefiting from the garden community.
i) no more letterbox drops
ii) write articles for Community Newspaper
post articles on website and facebook
*Education Subcommittee to write an article for Joondalup times about upcoming workshops. Have workshop schedule planned for 2019 before end of 2018. 
*Communication subcommittee  Claudia and Baiba to discuss writing another article to increase community engagement.
6.7.2

Next committee meeting
The first meeting with the new committee should be a structured meeting to give clarity and leadership. It should: 
*Include a schedule for what tasks need to be done by when. (admin tasks, not just gardening ones)
*Outline which tasks need to be done, and what will be done by whom. 
Subcommittees: Garden
Communications
Education.


6.8
Other Business 



Timber
Does the committee approve sending timber back to Bunnings?
-Timber was bought under the DLGC grant for the shade structures planned to be built above the wicking beds (which funded the materials and installation of Wicking Beds and Tanks).  CoJ has disallowed building those structures.
-Bunnings will accept return of Poles and bearer supports in a saleable condition in exchange for other purchases for the wicking beds bought under the DLGC grant. 
-We need more soil for the remaining beds. We could purchase other inputs for the wicking beds as long as the funds are still used toward the same purposes covered by the grant.
Tony will return timber to Bunnings.
Garden subcommittee will meet to discuss further plans for structures etc The reclaimed pergola timber could be painted and used on the ground.
7
Close
Meeting Closed at 8:45pm
Next Meeting 8th August 2018

How we store information at DEG
The website is only one digital platform we use. Each platform needs its own log in code and a level of expertise to use it. The main platforms are the website @ http://www.duncraigediblegarden.org.au and Facebook. I think the digital stuff is only to support the gardening and not to be an end in itself. There are many ways to store information. Here are some.
